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Abstract Model predictive control strategies refer to
a set of methods relying on a process model to deter-
mine an optimal control signal by minimising a cost
function. This paper reports on the application of pre-
dictive control strategies to a wheeled mobile robot.
As a first step, friction forces originating from the
motor gearboxes and wheels were estimated and a
feedforward compensation was applied. Step response
tests were then carried out to identify a linear model
to design several simple control strategies, such as
the Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller.
The PID response constitutes the reference to assess
the efficiency of two predictive control strategies: the
generalised predictive control (GPC) and the linear
quadratic model predictive control (LQMPC) algo-
rithms. These control strategies were tested in simu-
lation with Matlab and EasyDyn (a C++ library for
multibody system simulations) and in real life exper-
iments. All three control strategies offer satisfactory
reference tracking but MPC allows a reduction of the
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energy consumption of up to 70 % as a result of set-
point anticipation. LQMPC is the best in terms of
input activity reduction.
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1 Introduction

The control of mobile robots has been the centre of
interest of a lot of research in recent decades. The
kinematic model of a wheeled mobile robot (WMR) is
rather simple although the existence of non-holonomic
constraints and friction make accurate control very
challenging. Nevertheless, in practice, constraints on
inputs arise and reduce the performance. These issues
can be overcome thanks to model predictive control
(MPC) through which the control actions that respect
actuator limits can be achieved by considering input
constraints in the predictive control strategy [1]. This
is why model predictive control is often dedicated
to vehicle guidance and path-tracking using fixed
trajectories [2].

Starting in the seventies, predictive control meth-
ods provide a number of possibilities. We find them,
especially in the control of machine tools, in the
field of robotics and more generally in applications
where the trajectories are predetermined [3]. For con-
strained, complex, multivariable control problems,
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model predictive control has become a standard con-
trol alternative in the process industries [4]. It is used
when the process to be controlled is slow enough to
allow its implementation [5]. One major advantage
of predictive control is that it takes constraints into
account in the strategy development, from the design
to the implementation of the control law. In contrast,
conventional control methods treat constraints as an
after-thought; this is the case of the PID controller
using an anti-windup loop. Another thing to consider
with model predictive control is that it can use infor-
mation about future changes concerning the target
to anticipate control actions, allowing a considerable
reduction in the input required by the actuators.

MPC employs a model of the system to determine
the best input sequence that minimises a cost function
J. The feedback is introduced by continually updating
the predicted behaviour of the system over a prediction
horizon. The concept of the receding horizon takes
into account the most recent target and measurement
data over an input horizon. Model predictive control
thus achieves an optimisation problem at each sample
period by computing a new control input vector and, at
the same time, takes process constraints into account
[6]. The optimisation can be turned into a quadratic
programming (QP) problem which can be solved by
robust solvers leading to global optimal solutions. The
philosophy of MPC is similar to human behaviour
whereby one selects control actions that will drive
the best results over a finite horizon. Then, whenever
new observations become available, the decisions are
updated to reach the target in the best way [7]. It is an
intuitive and a logical concept which is transposed into
equations to predict the output over a finite horizon.
These equations are summarised in a set of methods
called ‘MPC methods’ which are somewhat similar to
the interpretation of the key concepts.

The contribution of this article is focused on the
implementation of twomodel predictive control strate-
gies for the precise and fast positioning of a wheeled
mobile robot. The obtained results were then com-
pared to those collected from a PID controller, whose
parameters were tuned according to the transfer func-
tion of the robot. The first tested predictive method
was the generalised predictive control (GPC) algo-
rithm which was introduced by David W. Clarke and
his co-workers in the 1980s [8]. Its implementation
requires transposing the transfer function of the sys-
tem into its CARIMA form, thus providing unbiased

predictions [9]. The GPC algorithm is an incremental
method based on the optimisation of input increments
to handle the constraints and the feedforward. The
GPC algorithm extends over limited prediction and
input horizons whereas the second tested predictive
method foresees input over infinite horizons. This sec-
ond strategy, known as the linear quadratic model
predictive control (LQMPC) or the optimal model
predictive control (OMPC) algorithm, draws together
optimal control given by a linear quadratic regulator
(LQR) and some extra degrees of freedom to handle
the constraints and the feedforward according to J. A.
Rossiter [10]. The LQMPC algorithm was first pro-
posed by Scokaert and Rawlings in 1996 [11]. In order
to implement these three controllers, two models of
the real system were determined: the first one corre-
sponds to a first order transfer function, identified by
trials of step response on the real system, and the sec-
ond one is a multibody model. A C++ library, called
EasyDyn, developed for the simulation of problems
represented by second-order (or first-order) differen-
tial equations and, more particularly, for multibody
systems [12], was used to implement the multibody
model. Moreover, a compensation of the friction was
taken into account for these models and the real sys-
tem by adding a constant extra voltage to the two DC
motors with a symbol (+/-) chosen with respect to the
rotation direction of the wheels.

Although many studies of MPC have been reported
in the literature, there is still a need to evaluate and
compare these methods in the framework of real-life
robotic applications. Future prospects include trajec-
tory tracking of wheeled robots performing dedicated
tasks, and medical applications, especially rehabilita-
tion by anticipating patient motion.

2 The Wheeled Mobile Robot

The WMR was designed by the Theoretical Mechan-
ics, Dynamics and Vibration Unit of the Faculty of
Engineering of the University of Mons (Belgium).
It is made up of two driving wheels, each is cou-
pled to a DC motor (EMG30) powered by a 12 V
battery (NP2-12 Yuasa) held under an aluminium
frame (Fig. 1). The third support consists of a ball
bearing roller at the front of the robot. The control
strategies are programmed on a ChipKIT UNO32
board equipped with a PIC32 microcontroller (80
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Fig. 1 wheeled mobile robot

MHz 32-bit MIPS, 128K Flash, 16K SRAM). Despite
the fact that each motor has embedded rotary
encoders, two separate odometers (ISC3004) are used
to retrieve the angular positions of each driving wheel.
They are mounted on spring brackets to avoid the slid-
ing of the odometer wheels with the ground. Their
maximum resolution reaches 1440 pulses per revolu-
tion (0.082 mm). The interface between the micro-
controller and the motors is provided by two power
boards (MD10C Cytron). A current sensor (current
transducer LA 25-NP) is connected in series with each
motor to evaluate the corresponding friction torque.
Finally, a Bluetooth antenna is wired to the ChipKIT
in order to transmit data to a computer.

The block diagram of the WMR, which is in fact a
double input/double output system is shown in Fig. 2.
The two controllers and the two position set points are
loaded in the embedded microcontroller. The inputs
of each motor are computed by the microcontroller
and delivered through the power boards. The con-
trol loop is closed by reading the current position of
the WMR wheels from the odometers. All position

Fig. 2 block diagram of the WMR

data are transferred to a computer at the end of the
manoeuvre.

Figure 3 shows the typical steps achieved leading to
either control simulations or real life experiments. The
position set point is computed for each motor through
a C++ routine by using basic mechanical motion for-
mulae and then gathered in files read under Matlab
[13]. When cornering, the wheel velocities differenti-
ate by tracking two different set points. Matlab is used
to first compute the control parameters or matrices
derived from a transfer function model of the WMR,
and then performs a simulation of the tested strategy.
EasyDyn and the real system are also fed by the
control variables computed by Matlab to achieve their
own simulation or experiment, taking into account the
characteristics of their own model.

3 Modelling

3.1 Multibody Model

The multibody model was built using the C++ library
EasyDyn [12, 14] in order to perform numerical sim-
ulations before the implementation of the methods on
the real system. The model is composed of 8 bod-
ies: the frame, the two motors, the two wheels, the
two odometers and the steel ball at the front of the
robot. The mass and moments of inertia of the 8 bodies
obtained through a Solidworks model are summarised
in Table 1.

Since the WMR is a non-holonomic system, it
requires the introduction of extra degrees of freedom:
the WMR possesses 8 degrees of freedom among
which six of them correspond to the free movement
of the frame in space and the last two result from the
rotation of the wheels (θl , θr ). The contact between

Fig. 3 organization of the control process
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Table 1 mass and moments of inertia of the WMR

Body Mass [kg] Ixx [kg·m2] Iyy [kg·m2] Izz [kg·m2]

Frame 2.3 4.835e-3 5.45e-3 9.226e-3

Motor 0.37 1.92e-4 1.92e-4 4e-5

Odometer 0.0042 3.66e-7 3.66e-7 7.21e-7

Wheel 0.136 2.1e-4 1.1e-4 1.1e-4

Steel ball 0.00419 1.67e-7 1.67e-7 1.67e-7

the wheels and the ground was modelled with a “tyre
type element” to get closer to the slip-free rolling con-
ditions. The tyre model comes from the University
of Arizona [15]. The main parameters of the tyre are
gathered in Table 2.

Besides the forces of gravity and those generated by
the “tyre type element”, the model is completed by the
definition of the external forces applied to the system,
and, more particularly, by the actuators. The equations
of a DC motor are expressed as follows:

Ul,r = L · di

dt
+ R · i + Kb · θ̇l,r (1)

Cm = Km · i (2)

with

• U : nominal voltage;
• L: terminal inductance;
• R: terminal resistance;
• Km, Kb: torque and speed constants of the motor;
• Cm: motor torque.

The electrical parameters and the constants of the
motor were determined experimentally and are related
to the motor from the point of view of the wheel

Table 2 tyre parameters

Parameter Value

Outer radius 0.05 m

Equivalent torus radius 0.0375 m

Vertical stiffness 100000 N
m

Vertical damping 30

Nominal vertical force 10 N

Nominal longitudinal stiffness 80 N
m

Nominal cornering stiffness 80 N
m

Nominal camber stiffness 8 N
m

Coulomb friction coef.: static 1

Coulomb friction coef.: dynamic 0.8

Fig. 4 motor parameters

(Table 4). Due to its small value, the inductance term
was neglected. Note that the torque of the motor Cm

decreases with the wheel speed through a damping
coefficient B (Eq. 3). In this case, B=0.005 Nms

rad
to

match the experimental step response.

Cm = Km · i − B · θ̇l,r (3)

3.2 Black-box Model

The system is represented by a first order transfer
function expressed in terms of the Laplace variable s

linking the angular velocity of the wheels �(s) to the
applied voltage U(s):

�(s)

U(s)
= K

τs + 1
(4)

The gain K and the mechanical time constant τ

can be estimated from step responses of 1 V, between
0 V and 12 V, for each motor (Fig. 5). The experi-
ments were carried out using a compensation of the
friction: a feedforward input voltage of 0.66 V was
applied to each motor in order to balance the fric-
tion of the gearbox and that coming from the contact
between the ground and the wheels. The value of
this extra voltage was found by measuring the cur-
rent which is the representation of the friction torque
when the wheels angular velocity was constant. The
results were averaged for speeds ranging from 0 to 18
rad/s. Although the stiction was measured, it was not
taken into account as a continuous drive was assumed.
The WMR thus moved immediately as soon as an

Fig. 5 successive steps (50 Hz)
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Fig. 6 fitting of the transfer function (step between 10 V-11 V)

additional voltage was applied from its rest position.
Figure 6 provides the model identification by fitting
a first order transfer function to an experimental step
between 10 V and 11 V.

An average model (obtained using the information
of 5 step responses for each motor) leads to the fol-
lowing transfer function between the input voltage [V]
and the output robot position [rad] (Eq. 5). The same
transfer function is used for both motors (left and
right).

G(s) = θl,r (s)

U(s)
= K

s(τs + 1)
= 1.715

s(0.09s + 1)
(5)

4 PID Controller

First, a discrete-time PID controller was designed,
whose results will be used to benchmark the MPC
strategies. The block diagram of a parallel PID con-
troller is depicted in Fig. 7.

The discrete input uk was computed by summing 3
contributions involving the discrete error εk related to
the difference between the set point and the discrete
output yk:

uk = pk + ik + dk (6)

with

• the proportional term: pk = Kp · εk

− Kp: proportional gain.

• the integral term: ik = ik−1 + Kp

τi
· Ts · εk

− τi : integral time constant;
− Ts : sampling period.

• the derivative term:
dk = τd

τd+N ·Ts
· dk−1 + Kp ·N ·τd

τd+N ·Ts
· (εk − εk−1)

− τd : derivative time constant;
− 1

N
τd : pole reducing the high-frequency

noise.

The selection of the PID parameters was achieved
by loop shaping as shown in Fig. 8. Since the PID
and the position transfer function both have an embed-
ded integrator, there is no steady state error. The
retained closed-loop system was highly damped by
moving the frequency response curve in the Black-
Nichols chart to the right. The correct loop shaping
was achieved graphically by imposing a phase mar-
gin of 80 degrees which prevents any overshoot. On
the contrary, pushing the frequency response curve
to the left in the Black-Nichols chart would result
in some overshoot before returning to the set point.
Despite a shorter rise time, this tuning was not suit-
able for this application as the WMR would move
forwards and backwards to reach the set point. The
chosen tuning yields a slower response with mini-
mum overshoot for direct positioning. The parame-
ters of the PID were computed through an in-house
routine named LIASCA [16] and are presented in
Table 3.

An anti-reset wind-up was included to tackle the
saturation of the motors. Their input was limited to 12
V. Therefore, the integral term of the discrete-time par-
allel PID was modified with a tracking time constant

Fig. 7 discrete parallel PID
controller
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Fig. 8 loop shaping in the Black-Nichols chart

Tt (Eq. 7). The absolute value of the difference
between the unconstrained input and the saturation is
given by �usat .

Tt =√
τi · τd ik = ik−1+

(
Kp

τi

· εk − 1

Tt

· �usat

)
·Ts

(7)

A step response of 1 radian for the WMR wheels
was performed by simulations under Matlab and Easy-
Dyn, and in real life experiments. The responses
were slower because of the saturation but there was
no overshoot. Moreover, the three responses were
almost identical attesting to a good modelling of the
WMR. For that simulation, the voltage input reached
the motor saturation of 12 V during the transient
phase. The computation time for one PID iteration

Table 3 discrete-time parallel PID parameters

PID parameters

Kp 10.7910 V
rad

τi 1.2416 s

τd 0.0932 s

N 8.1766

Fig. 9 PID: step-responses of the closed-loop system using a
PID anti-reset wind-up (simulations and real life experiments)

was approximately 0.001 s on the embedded micro-
controller.

5 GPC Algorithm

5.1 Theoretical Background

The first predictive method tested was the Gener-
alised Predictive Control (GPC) algorithm proposed
by Clarke and Tuffs in 1987 [8]. In order to imple-
ment the GPC algorithm, the transfer function (Eq. 5)
was first transformed into a transfer function model,
called a “CARIMA” model (Eq. 8), which includes
a disturbance estimate and therefore gives unbiased
predictions.

a(z−1)yk = b(z−1)uk + T (z−1)
ζk

�
(8)

In practice, as the output is measured often, the
one-step ahead prediction model used variables of the
output and input increments �uk and assumed that the
best estimate of the future random term ζk was zero
because it is a zero mean random variable (Eqs. 9 and
10). T (z−1) can be treated as a design parameter and
could arise from a model identification [8].

(9)

A(z−1)yk = b(z−1)�uk (10)

with

• � = 1 − z−1;
• A(z−1) = 1 + A1z

−1 + · · · + Anz
−n ;

• b(z−1) = b1z
−1 + · · · + bmz−m .
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Using the WMR transfer function, the numeri-
cal expression of the “CARIMA” model is given by
Eq. 11:

[1 − (e
−Ts
0.09 + 1)z−1 + e

−Ts
0.09 z−2]yk

= [(1.715Ts + 1.715 · 0.09e−Ts
0.09 − 1.715 · 0.09)z−1

+ (−1.715Tse
−Ts
0.09 + 1.715 · 0.09 − 1.715

· 0.09e−Ts
0.09 )z−2]�uk (11)

The output prediction over the prediction horizon
ny is given by Eq. 12 (the control horizons have to be
multiplied by the sampling period to convert them into
seconds). The prediction matrices are denoted by H, P,
Q (according to the notations of J.A. Rossiter [7]).

y−→k+1
= H�u−→k︸ ︷︷ ︸

Future input increments

+P�u←−k−1
+ Q y←−k︸ ︷︷ ︸

Past data

(12)

with

• H = C−1
A Cb ;

• P = C−1
A Hb ;

• Q = −C−1
A HA .

The arrow vector subscript is used to denote future
or past information. For example, y−→k+1

represents

a set of predictions starting from k + 1 to k + ny

computed at sample time k (Eq. 13).

y−→k+1
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

yk+1|k
yk+2|k

...

yk+ny |k

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (13)

The terms which compose the matrices of predic-
tion are developed in Eqs. 14 to 17 by assuming a
prediction in 4 steps.

CA =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0
A1 1 0 0
A2 A1 1 0
A3 A2 A1 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (14)

Cb =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

b1 0 0 0
b2 b1 0 0
b3 b2 b1 0
b4 b3 b2 b1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (15)

HA =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

A1 A2 · · · An−4 An−3 · · · An−1 An

A2 A3 · · · An−3 An−2 · · · An 0
A3 A4 · · · An−2 An−1 · · · 0 0
A4 A5 · · · An−1 An · · · 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (16)

Hb =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

b2 b3 · · · bm−4 bm−3 · · · bm−1 bm

b3 b4 · · · bm−3 bm−2 · · · bm 0
b4 b5 · · · bm−2 bm−1 · · · 0 0
b5 b6 · · · bm−1 bm · · · 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (17)

The GPC control law was then established in
order to determine the optimal future input increment
sequence �u−→k over a control horizon nu (Eq. 18).
Beyond the nu steps, the input increments are assumed
to be equal to zero.

�u−→k =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

�uk

...

�uk+nu−1

0
...

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(18)

The performance index is defined by:

J =
ny∑
i=1

e2k+i + λ

nu∑
i=1

(�uk+i−1)
2 (19)

and included the:
• sum of the squared prediction errors between the

set point and the output e−→k+1
= r−→k+1

− y−→k+1
;

• sum of the squared input increments over the
control horizon nu.

The performance index was minimised with respect
to the input increments �u−→k by substituting the pre-
diction Eq. (12) leading to the GPC control law
(Eq. 20).

�u−→k = Prlong r−→k+1
− Dk�u←−k−1

− Nk y←−k
(20)

with

• Prlong = ET
1 (HT H + λ)−1HT ;

• Dk = Prlong · P;
• Nk = Prlong · Q .
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The first value of �u−→k was implemented and
applied to the motors by extracting the first value of
its vector thanks to matrix ET

1 .

�u−→k =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

�uk

...

�uk+nu−1

0
...

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⇒ [I, 0, · · · , 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
ET
1

�u−→k = �uk

(21)

The feedforward horizon na considers advance
knowledge of the reference target r−→k+1

.

5.2 Tuning of the GPC Algorithm [7]

The GPC algorithm included four parameters chosen
thanks to tests at a sample frequency of 100 Hz:

− The prediction horizon ny was set to 28 (0.28 s) so
that the open-loop prediction matched the closed-
loop behaviour. In Fig. 10, the open-loop predic-
tion is the prediction at the instant k (blue curve)
whereas the closed-loop behaviour is related to
the update of that prediction over the prediction
horizon (green curve). It is indeed desirable that
the open-loop prediction matches the closed-loop
behaviour so that the optimisation is well-posed.
In the GPC algorithm, errors are only minimised
within the prediction horizon. Consequently, if the
prediction horizon is too short, the outcome turns
out to be unstable. Figure 11 shows the impact
of various prediction horizon ny values. On the
other hand, taking too many errors into account
for the prediction horizon tends to slow down the
dynamics of the response for this system, as the

Fig. 10 GPC: prediction horizon ny=28

Fig. 11 GPC: selection of the prediction horizon ny=28

algorithm becomes more cautious. For this partic-
ular wheeled mobile robot, a prediction horizon
of ny=28 was selected as the open-loop prediction
gets closer to the closed-loop behaviour.

− The feedforward horizon na was set to 18 (0.18 s)
to anticipate the set point by balancing errors both
sides of the set point change for the step response.
With this setting, the step response is intended to
respond before the imposed set point step. It is one
of the main features of predictive control methods
which anticipate the set point in order to better
distribute the effort from the actuator throughout
the whole manoeuvre.

From a mathematical point of view, it is possi-
ble to determine the best value of the feedforward
horizon na by plotting the performance index J

as a function of na . In practice, a value of na is
selected before J settles to a minimum in order
to avoid an unwanted over-anticipation of the set
point (Fig. 12). Over-anticipation may lead to a
less accurate prediction and, therefore, a steady
state error for the positioning of the mobile robot
as well as overshoot.

− The control horizon nu was set to 1 (0.01 s) to
avoid any overshoot of the set point. A larger

Fig. 12 GPC: selection of the feedforward horizon na=18
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Fig. 13 GPC: selection of the input horizon nu=1

value of nu does indeed cause overshoot for a
slightly faster output (Fig. 13). For general pur-
pose applications, for which overshoot is not an
issue, it is common to increase the value of the
control horizon (nu=4 or more) in order to speed
up the dynamics of the system.

− The input weight λ was simply chosen as 1
because an increase of this parameter induces a
slower output since the input gets softer for this
system (Fig. 14). On the contrary, a reduction of
this parameter would hasten the dynamics at the
expense of more tracking errors.

5.3 Application of the GPC Algorithm

The unconstrained GPC law was tested by simulations
under Matlab and EasyDyn as well as in real life
experiments. The results of a step response of 1 radian
for the WMR wheels with a sampling frequency of
100 Hz are presented in Fig. 15. All responses ensure
an offset-free tracking error. Moreover, the motor
saturation of 12 V was not reached with the GPC
algorithm (a maximum input of 3.1 V was observed)

Fig. 14 GPC: selection of the input weight λ=1

Fig. 15 GPC: unconstrained steps (output)

whereas the PID controller involved a saturation dur-
ing its transient phase. It can also be seen that the GPC
algorithm correctly anticipated the set point.

Since the performance index of the GPC algo-
rithm is quadratic, a quadratic minimisation through
quadratic programming (QP) was used to handle the
input constraints (Eq. 22). The constraints were then
expressed through Matlab under an inequality Mx ≤
d for which matrices M and d represent constraints
and are developed in [7]. In order to determine the
optimal input increment �uk at instant k, the perfor-
mance index J was minimised under the constraints
represented by the inequalityMx ≤ d.

min J =�u−→
T

k︸︷︷︸
xT

(HT H+λI)︸ ︷︷ ︸
S

�u−→k︸︷︷︸
x

−�u−→
T

k︸︷︷︸
xT

2HT [ r−→k+1
−P�u←−k−1

−Q y←−k
]︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

(22)

under Mx ≤ d
In the present study:

M =
[
1
−1

]
(23)

d =
[
12
12

]
+

[ −1
1

]
uk−1 (24)

Figure 16 shows that the consideration of the con-
straints considerably improved the behaviour of the
system. The obtained overshoot using the constrained
GPC law was due to the sliding of the WMR whereas
the odometer wheels did not slip. The computation
time for one GPC iteration taking constraints into
account was approximately 0.0067 s on the embedded
microcontroller.

A ramp set point was also tested and is shown in
Fig. 17. A closer look shows that the GPC method
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Fig. 16 GPC: Comparison between the constrained and the
unconstrained GPC law for a step response of 30 radians

smoothly approached the set point without any over-
shoot.

6 LQMPC Algorithm

6.1 Theoretical Background

The dual-mode linear quadratic MPC first proposed
by Scokaert and Rawlings in 1996 [11] and described
by J. A. Rossiter [10] uses infinite control and pre-
diction horizons. A discrete-time state-space model is
required (Eqs. 25 and 26). For the sake of simplicity,
all quantities are assumed to be scalar, except when
the arrow notation arises.

xk+1 = Axk + Buk (25)

yk+1 = Cxk+1 (26)

The LQMPC algorithm employs the optimal con-
trol theory through a linear quadratic regulator (LQR)
in conjunction with nc degrees of freedom c−→k during

Fig. 17 GPC: ramp set point (output)

the first mode called the transient mode (Eq. 27).
Beyond the first nc steps, the terminal mode is acti-
vated to get an asymptotic behaviour by assuming that
the degrees of freedom are equal to zero (Eq. 28). The
degrees of freedom are used to take into account the
constraints and the feedforward during the transient
phase. On the other hand, the optimal feedback given
by the LQR is represented by matrix K. This implies
that [A − BK] = 	 is the transition matrix of the
system.

{xk+1 = 	xk + Bck; uk = −Kxk + ck}
k ≤ nc (transient mode) (27)

{xk+1=	xk; uk =−Kxk} k > nc (terminal mode)

(28)

It is assumed that the global optimum closed-loop
trajectory can be determined with a performance index
involving infinite horizons where Q and R are the
state and input weights respectively (Eq. 29).

The performance index J is minimised with respect
to the degrees of freedom c−→k to handle the constraints
and the feedforward.

min
c−→k

J =
∞∑
i=1

xT
k+iQxk+i + uT

k+i−1Ruk+i−1 (29)

Then, an autonomous model is built to combine
the two modes into one single prediction by forming
an augmented model where the degrees of freedom
are treated as extra states. The advance knowledge of
the target is also included into the autonomous model
with a feedforward horizon na . In order to do so, the
expected steady state values for the states and the
output are expressed with the subscript: ss. An out-
put disturbance dk constant over the prediction can be
added to the model. It should be estimated and updated
at each sample time k by an observer (Eqs. 30 and 31).

xss = Axss + Buss (30)

yss = Cxss + dk (31)

The steady state model of the prediction can be
expressed by Eq. 32 where yss can be assimilated to
the reference rk+1.[

xss

uss

]
=

[
C 0
A − I B

]−1 [
rk+1 − dk

0

]
(32)
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The previous equation is put in a compact form
through Eq. 33.
[

xss

uss

]
=

[
Kxr

Kur

]
(rk+1 − dk) (33)

It is shown by J. A. Rossiter [10] that the dual-mode
predictions can be expressed in terms of deviation
variables x̂k+1 = (xk+1 − xss) and ûk = (uk − uss)

(Eqs. 34 and 35).

{x̂k+1 = 	x̂k + Bck; ûk = −Kx̂k + ck} k ≤ nc

(transient mode) (34)

{x̂k+1=	x̂k; ûk =−Kx̂k} k> nc (terminal mode)

(35)

Then, in combination with Eq. 33, the one-step
ahead prediction and the control input with respect to
the target changes for the transient mode (Eqs. 36 and
37) can be expressed as:

xk+1 = 	xk +[I −	]Kxr(rk+1−dk)+Bck k ≤ nc

(36)

uk = −Kxk+[KKxr +Kur ](rk+1−dk)+ck k ≤ nc

(37)

The feedforward horizon na is introduced by
assuming that beyond na steps the reference remains
unchanged (Eq. 38).

rk+na+i = rk+na i ≥ 0 (38)

The variation of the target is captured with a shift
matrix DR (Eq. 39):
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

rk+2

rk+3
...

rk+na+1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R−→k+1

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 I 0 · · ·
0 0 I · · ·
...

...
. . . · · ·

0 0 0 I

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
DR

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

rk+1

rk+2
...

rk+na

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R−→k

(39)

The disturbance dk can be added to each term of
R−→k+1

with a column vector L filled with ones to give

the right dimensions (Eq. 40).

R−→k+1
− Ldk = DR( R−→k

− Ldk) (40)

The autonomous model Z can finally be built by
grouping the feedforward and the two modes into one
single mode (Eqs. 41 and 42).

⎡
⎣

xk+1
c−→k+1
R−→k+1

− Ld

⎤
⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Zk+1

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

	
[
B 0 · · · 0

] [
(I − 	)Kxr 0 0 · · · 0

]

0

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 I 0 · · ·
0 0 I · · ·
0 0 0 · · ·

.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . .

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ 0

0 0 DR

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸



×
⎡
⎣ xk

c−→k
R−→k

− Ldk

⎤
⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Zk

(41)

uk = [ −K
[
1 0 0 · · · ] [

KKxr + Kur 0 · · · 0 ] ]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

KZ

×
⎡
⎢⎣

xk

c−→k

R−→k
− Ldk

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Zk

(42)

The expression of the cost function J in terms of
the autonomous model Z can be found thanks to the
Lyapunov identity (Eqs. 43 and 44). In the calculation,

Fig. 18 LQMPC: impact of the input weight R (output)
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Fig. 19 LQMPC: unconstrained steps (output)

developed by J. A. Rossiter [10], S is the cost function
matrix.

J =ZT
k SZk

=
⎡
⎢⎣

xk

c−→k

R−→k
− Ldk

⎤
⎥⎦

T⎡
⎣ Sx Sxc Sxr

ST
xc Sc Scr

ST
xr ST

cr Sr

⎤
⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
S

⎡
⎢⎣

xk

c−→k

R−→k
− Ldk

⎤
⎥⎦

(43)

J = xT
k Sxxk + 2xT

k Sxc c−→k
+ c−→

T

k
Sc c−→k

+( R−→k
− Ldk)

T Sr( R−→k
− Ldk)

+2xT
k Sxr ( R−→k

− Ldk) + 2 c−→
T

k
Scr ( R−→k

− Ldk)

(44)

The performance index can finally be minimised
with respect to the degrees of freedom c−→k

to gener-
ate the feedforward action during the transient mode.
Equation (45) gives the optimal value of the degrees
of freedom.

dJ

d c−→k

=0 ⇒ c−→k
=−S−1

c

[
Scr( R−→k

−Ldk)+Sxcxk

]

(45)

Fig. 20 LQMPC: unconstrained ramps (output)

Fig. 21 LQMPC: constraints handling (output)

They are used to define the optimal input at each
sample time k taking the feedforward action into
account (Eq. 46).

uk = KZZk − [
0 0

[
Kur 0 · · · 0 ] ]

Zk + uss|k (46)

6.2 Tuning of the LQMPC Algorithm [7]

The chosen number of degrees of freedom was nc=1
because the Sxc matrix tends to be zero. Therefore, for
the unconstrained case, the optimal values of the degrees
c−→k

were constant in the receding horizon and only
the first value was really implemented into the system.

In order to compare the GPC and the LQMPC algo-
rithms, and in particular the influence of the actuator
activity, the input weightR of the LQR can be adjusted
tomatch the output step response of the GPC by choos-
ingR=0.045 and therefore avoidingovershoot (Fig. 18);
Q is typically chosen Q = CT C. The feedforward
horizon was chosen as na=18 (0.18 s) as before.

6.3 Application of the LQMPC Algorithm

The results of a step response of 1 radian are shown in
Fig. 19. The responses were quite similar and reached

Fig. 22 comparison of step responses (Matlab output)
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Fig. 23 comparison of step responses (Matlab input)

the set point with an offset-free tracking error. The
anticipation of the set point is also visible.

The graph of a set point ramp is shown in Fig. 20.
The tracking was also performed well by the LQMPC
algorithm. The enlarged image at the end of the simu-
lation shows that the set point was reached smoothly.

The constraints in combination with the feedfor-
ward were taken into account using the Gilbert algo-
rithm [17] by defining the MCAS: Maximal Con-
trolled Admissible Set. It produces the matrices of
constraints F and t in terms of the autonomous model
(Eq. 47). These matrices were defined offline and
were valid throughout the control. Quadratic program-
ming was used under Matlab to find the values of the
degrees of freedom c−→k taking the input constraints
into account.

[
M N V

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

F

⎡
⎢⎣

xk

c−→k

R−→k
− Ldk

⎤
⎥⎦ ≤ t (47)

Some Matlab simulations have proven that even if
the saturation is active for a short period of time, the
number of degrees of freedom nc must increase con-
siderably to allow the MCAS algorithm to converge
properly. Moreover, the dimensions of the constraint
matrices rise heavily. For example, with nc=40, the
dimension of the matrix t is [274x1].

Thankfully, in this case, the constraints were rather
simple since they were simple saturations. Other Mat-
lab simulations have indeed shown that taking con-
straints into account with the QP or with simple
voltage saturations, such as Umax=+12V and Umin=-
12V, leads to the same results (Fig. 21). The constraint
handling was thus implemented with direct saturations
rather than a QP on the real system. The computation
time for one LQMPC iteration taking saturations into
account was approximately 0.004 s on the embedded
microcontroller.

7 Comparison of the Control Strategies

The PID controller results were taken as a reference
to compare the two predictive control strategies. As
previously mentioned, the parameters of the LQMPC
algorithm were chosen to match the output of the
GPC algorithm step response in order to compare the
control inputs of each method. For the three tested
controllers, the comparison of the control inputs was
performed under Matlab. Figure 22 shows the outputs
for step responses of 1 radian under Matlab.

Their voltage inputs are then compared in Fig. 23. It
can be seen that the input of the PID saturates whereas
the inputs computed by the predictive methods are far
smaller. By anticipating the set point, the predictive
methods require less energy than classical methods. It
can also be distinguished that the input of the LQMPC
algorithm is slightly lower than the input required by
the GPC algorithm.

A numerical comparison of the three methods for
the step response is summarised in Table 4. It is based
on the Matlab simulations. The PID controller input is
taken as a reference in order to compare the efficiency
of the predictive methods.

Figure 24 compares the step responses obtained
with the 3 tuned controllers through real life exper-
iments. The results are quite similar to their corre-
sponding Matlab simulations. The predictive methods

Table 4 numerical comparisons for a step response (Matlab)

Rise time [s] Settling time [s] Overshoot [%] Maximum input [V] Input benefits [%]

PID 0.51 1.08 0 12 ref.

GPC 0.33 0.38 0 3.1 74

LQMPC 0.34 0.41 0 2.44 80
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Fig. 24 comparison of step responses (real system at 100 Hz)

greatly improved the behaviour of the WMR reaching
the set point faster and without any overshoot.

8 Conclusions

Three control strategies were tested on a wheeled
mobile robot: a PID controller was first tuned to
compare its performances with two predictive meth-
ods. Both predictive strategies were used by taking
constraints and a feedforward action into account.
It has been shown that predictive methods consider-
ably improve the behaviour of the wheeled mobile
robot. As compared to PID control, MPC allows the
reduction of the actuator energy consumption up to
70 %. However, along with a heavy computational
load, it involves the tuning of several parameters
whose impact on the performance is sometimes dif-
ficult to assess. Ultimately, by comparing the inputs
of the GPC and the LQMPC algorithms for similar
outputs, it was observed that the LQMPC algorithm
required a smaller input thanks to its infinite input
and prediction horizons, leading to less energy con-
sumption. The major weakness of this approach is the
lack of consideration for the coupling of wheels. So
far, the same control law has been implemented for
both motors but it would be more appropriate to con-
sider one unique single control law comprising both
motor commands. In this way, the wheeled mobile
robot should be responding more to disturbances com-
ing from one of the two wheels by adapting the input
of both motors. The GPC algorithm can indeed be con-
verted into a “double input/double output” design by
relying on a state space model. On the other hand, the
LQMPC algorithm already works with matrices.

Low-pass filters are commonly adopted to reduce
the sensitivity to measurement noise and to improve

control robustness. A usual solution consists in imple-
menting a T-filter to reduce measurement uncertain-
ties. The T-filter is a low-pass filter reducing the
impact of high frequencies and therefore helps to
reduce the sensitivity of control laws with respect to
measurement noise. Besides, model uncertainty could
be processed by algorithms using invariant sets or
linear matrix inequality [18]. In this study, using a
T-filter would not be useful as the wheeled mobile
robot moved on a smooth surface and an integrator
was already embedded into the control law to reject
disturbance.

The predictive algorithms could eventually be
retuned in order to speed up the dynamics of the robot
by tuning the values of the λ coefficient (GPC) or the
R matrix (LQMPC) while adjusting the corresponding
control horizons.
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